
   Many people dislike him for this because he motivates
and normalizes smurfing, an act where one de-ranks
purposely in a game in order to play with less skilled
players, and then trying hard and killing everyone making
the match almost unplayable for everyone else. Likewise,
others see him as a role model for the csgo community
and are very die-hard fans of him and his content.

Franzj has been actively using
Steam Guard, a verification
program to prevent his steam
account from being hacked. He
also privates almost all of his
social media accounts
 

What does he want us to know?
Franzj wants us to know that he is a prolific trick shooter
as well as goofy very random at times. Moreover, he also
expresses his "cool" in ways like purposely almost losing
games and then at the last round try very hard and get his
team a win and also playing with clan members from
different trickshotting groups like XVA and nohat.  

F R A N Z J
D I G I T A L
F O O T P R I N T
 

WHO IS

FRANZJ?
Franzj is a CSGO trickshotter/content
creator that is most known for his
random videos on his Youtube channel
and satire sarcasm on Twitter

FRANZJ DOES NOT UPLOAD VERY OFTEN AS
HE IS IN POST SECONDARY

LINKS TO FRANZJ'S SOCIAL MEDIA
youtube
twitter
steam

PROTECTION?

DE_NUKE VENT KNIFE VERY  FUNNY

No lic
ence plate smart 

man

https://www.youtube.com/c/FranzJx
https://twitter.com/FJXSU?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://steamcommunity.com/id/franzj/


MORE ADVICE

       Franzj has recently started live-streaming his content-making
process (gameplay of csgo and rust) on twitch and this can be harmful
to him as many players hate him and can DDoS/dox him. Therefore, a
solution for the matter could be using a VPN, turning off facecam, and

turning on a minor stream delay so that hackers and exploiters will
have a harder time tracking his game.

      Franzj started making content in 2013 and has not stopped
ever since. Some of his older videos contain a little more

information about him including BMX biking, making music
videos, and showing his car drifting skills. It may be beneficial
to unlist or private some of those videos now social media has
been very widespread and easy to access to the outside world

ADVICE FOR FRANZJ

IS FRANZJ OVERSHARING?
Franzj is not an oversharer as
the only thing that I could find
personal on all his social
media accounts are just his
video game clips and a link to
her girlfriend's Instagram
which is private and his
business email. His Snapchat
is also private  

 

He does, however, upload
vlogs once in a while and he
shows off where he is, which
may be oversharing but he
does not stream them and
uploads them always very
late so that there is a delay   


